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Health Guidance
sante@unige.ch

(UNIGE + IHEID)

Are you worried about your physical health?

- Our in-house UNIGE DOCTOR is here to help you - Rue de Candolle 4

  - Need information concerning diet, sleep, addictions, etc.?
  - Unprotected intercourse, what if? HIV test?
  - Need special studies adjustments?
  - Persistent pain, which medical examination?

FREE OF CHARGE
Appointment: pss.unige.ch
Health Guidance

sante@unige.ch

(UNIGE + IHEID + HES-SO)

Are you worried about your physical health?

• Medical consultation are available at the HUG - Rue Gabrielle-Perret-Gentil 4
  • Need a medical examination?
  • Need medical monitoring for an ongoing disease?
  • Need to renew a prescription?
  • Need a good health medical certificate for an internship?

Subject to medical confidentiality

At a cost
Reimbursed by medical insurance
Appointment: pss.unige.ch
Students living in Switzerland

OUTSIDE EU students with B training permit

Compulsory to hold a Swiss Student Health Insurance (ScoreStudies, etc.)

SWISS or C permit students

A Swiss LAMal Health Insurance is compulsory (possible subsidies)

EU / EFTA Students with B training permit

Only students **NOT ENGAGED IN REMUNERATED ACTIVITIES IN SWITZERLAND** can keep their «European Health Card»

Students **WITH REMUNERATED ACTIVITIES IN SWITZERLAND** need to choose a Swiss Student Health Insurance (ScoreStudies, etc.)

The «European Health Card» does not allow you to work in Switzerland

ALWAYS REPORT YOUR HEALTH INSURANCE TO THE S.A.M. (Service des assurances maladies)
For Swiss and foreign students (EU or outside EU)

**WITH** Remunerated activities in Switzerland

Students need to choose between

- CMU Frontalier (French system)
- LAMal frontalier (Swiss system)

When working in Switzerland
ALWAYS
DECLARE YOUR
HEALTH INSURANCE
TO THE S.A.M.
(Service des assurances maladies Suisse)

**WITHOUT** Remunerated activities in Switzerland

**EU / EFTA students:** Medical treatment in France using the «European Health Card»

**Outside EU students:** See with French authorities for medical treatment in France
Psychological Counseling
psychologique@unige.ch

(UNIGE + IHEID + HES-SO)

Are you anxious about your psychological health?
Are exams making you nervous?
Is lack of sleep getting the better of you?
Feeling stressed or depressed?
Family or couple problems, eating disorder, violence, harassment, bereavement, etc.?

Various types of therapeutic follow-ups are at your disposal

Multilingual confidential sessions

Our PSYCHOLOGISTS & PSYCHOTHERAPISTS are here to help you

CHF 25.- / In-house session
(possible financial support)
Contact

pss.unige.ch

Pôle Santé Social
Rue De-Candolle 4
1211 Genève 4
3rd Floor

Information Session: Every Monday 12.00-13.00
(check our website for building and room No)

Reception:
9h-12h et 14h-16h
Closed Tuesday and Friday afternoons

Tel: +41 (0)22 379 77 79